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SOHO STRUCTURES

Custom printed fabric slip covers slide onto the frame and zip up for a tight fit.

Weighing 30lbs or less the Soho system is the 

perfect lightweight portable solution.

Our light weight aluminium frames covered with 
custom printed fabric slip covers are quick and 
easy to put together. Soho displays can be 
combined with podiums, stand off packages or 
accessories to create a complete look.



DISPLAY ACCESSORIES

Our design capabilities allow you to customize any project. Our manufacturing process ensures perfection in the final product.  
We work with you to provide the best lightweight and easy to set up hanging signs and display systems.

Built rigid and sturdy the Soho Table Top 

can be combined with table throws, mini 

stand offs or literature holders.

The compact hard shell shipping case can 
double as a podium. Wrap one or two 
shipping cases with a fabric graphic and place 
the top on to secure everything into place.

Our durable display 
hardware use high quality 
fabric prints and we take 
care to provide superb 
finishing. Our flexible 
hardware options provide a 
variety of heights, widths 
and styles.



HANGING DISPLAYS

 

Using anti wrinkle resistant custom 
printed fabric and our light weight 
aluminium frame our hanging signs 
are show stoppers. We offer a wide 
variety of both standard and custom 
shapes.

Endless possibilities.

Easy assembly using aluminum 

tube with push button 

connections.



ALUMINATION EXTRUSION

Custom printed fabric graphics sewn with rubber 
inserts create a clean, slick and modern look.

Create a display unique to your 

specific requirements using 

aluminum extrusion.

Easy to assemble, with push in graphics this sturdy unit can 
accommodate accessories such as monitor mounts, shelves or 
header packages.

Cheelo Graphics is the tension fabric experts providing solutions 
to the exhibit and event industries. Our standard product line 
includes a variety of exciting and innovative displays for trade 
show exhibits including pop up displays, hanging signs, 
retractable banner stands, table top displays and flags. We 
offer a unique line of accessories and customizations that are 
sure to make you stand out in a crowd.



FABRIC POP UP

Available in various sizes, the fabric pop ups are delivered with 
the graphics already attached and can be set up in minutes 
by gently pulling out the frame.
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Custom Style • Value • Great Service

Economic, light, quick and easy to set up

Tension Fabric Pop Ups are a great choice. 

Cheelo Graphics is the tension fabric experts providing solutions 
to the exhibit and event industries. Our standard product line 
includes a variety of exciting and innovative displays for trade 
show exhibits including pop up displays, hanging signs, 
retractable banner stands, table top displays and flags. We 
offer a unique line of accessories and customizations that are 
sure to make you stand out in a crowd.
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